
 

 

"Lord, Pour Me Some Tea" 

[UNITY] 

Psalms 133:1 (KJV) 

"Behold, how good [towb = bountifully pleasing] and how 

pleasant [na'iym = delightfully agreeable] it is for brethren to 

dwell [yashab = to sit down or settle down causatively] 

together [yachad = to be as one] in unity!" 

 
 

As we prepare to unveil the contents of UNITY, there is one 

quote that immediately comes to mind ... "United we stand, but 

divided we fall." ... In other words, UNITY is critical to 

SUCCESS. Where there is no unity, there won't be a whole lot 

of success ... Amos 3:3  (whole family) / Matthew 12:25 

 

UNITY is what takes place when two separate entities come 

together for one common purpose or goal [Wedding 

Ceremony] ... Genesis 1:27, 28 (fruitful unity); 2:21-25 (text 

confirmation - Matthew 19:4-6) (family unity); 7:9 (forward 

unity) 

 

Please understand that UNITY is a divine sign of the 

TRINITY, simply because even though each of the Godhead 

represents a different entity, they operate as one ... Luke 3:21, 

22 / Ephesians 4:4-6 
 



 

 

God orchestrates UNITY to establish POWER in His PEOPLE 

and to bring PURPOSE to His PRESENCE ... Mark 6:7, 12, 13 

/ Luke 10:1 
 

The purpose of UNITY is to divinely connect our faith and 

spirit with others who are like-minded ... Ephesians 4:3, 13, 16 

(ESV) "from whom the whole body, joined and held together by 

every joint with which it is equipped, when each part is working 

properly, makes the body grow so that it builds itself up in love." 

 

In other words, in order to be effective, you must connect with 

others who believe what you believe in and who will follow who 

you follow ... Matthew 18:19, 20 / Isaiah 1:18 (reason = to 

decide) / 1 Corinthians 1:10 

 

However, you must be careful UNIFYING with something or 

someone that is leading you wrong ... Acts 5:1-10 (vs. 9) 

 

When there is NO UNITY, people will start jocking for position 

... Mark 10:35-37, 41 

 


